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SHAUN'S SAY
Hey, What a great month aye! First Auckland Champs on two new maps. The classic
presented a great challenge to all and some tough courses to test everybody's fitness and
then the short O the next day - some more great courses. Then the CD Champs on some
awesome new forest maps in Rotorua. Spectacular weather, great courses and bugger all
water.
There was also the Score Champs and the Auckland Relay Champs. Sadly I missed out on
these as I was studying for my last professional exams, but there are reports for these
events somewhere else in this magazine.
The Summer Series has started. I really enjoy these as you can give the body a huge
thrashing over a short distance. And they are not as easy as you first think. I went to my
first spring series at Western Springs last week and made two big stupid errors. I keep
looking at the wrong controls and getting them mixed up. This is a danger of trying to
orienteer while running fast. It is good to see lots of new faces too. All we need to do is
keep them. We should all make a pact that at each event you have to talk to someone that
you don't know, I reckon that the social aspect of orienteering plays a big part in keeping
newcomers.
A few people have taken up the offer for getting this fine publication electronically via
email. This saves money for postage and much time. I encourage people to succumb to the
technological onslaught and join the "email blabbermouths".
When talking to people about orienteering and it's future, the thing that seems to pop up the
most is the potential and very real burnout of volunteers helping run the sport at a club and
national level. It comes down to the same old story. The same people are stuck doing the
same old tasks and in the end these people burnout and get sick of doing lots of work. Some
even give up on the sport completely. I know from my own experiences how tiring and time
consuming these types of jobs can be. And most of the time you get very little thanks for
the work performed. How do we solve this problem? Set new people to do the jobs? This is
probably the best way to keep people away from the sport. What could motivate people to
do the work. Somebody has to do it. I have been thinking about this for a while now and
looking at the major events that I have attended over the last month and have noticed the
same people as always doing all the work. The solution to this I think is money. This can be
very motivating. When WACO puts on an event 40-50% of the takings are split between the
planner and the controller. The remainder goes to the club. We have worked by this policy
for a couple of years now and usually have no shortage of people who volunteer to run the
events. This payment is nothing compared to the work put into doing an event, the hourly
rate would be a bit sad. But it is enough to encourage people who enjoy doing these types of
tasks to do more.

I see that Mike Beveridge is offering his services to do exactly what we are talking about.
He is offering a course planning service to clubs...for a charge, and fair enough. It is hard
work. What better way to get an event organised. It leaves all of the club members to
enjoy the event.
So why don't clubs pay their helpers? Maybe they do. Am I wrong in my observation that
most of the helpers in our sport are purely volunteers? Are clubs too poor - I think not.
This brings me onto my next point. "Saving money for a rainy day". Is this appropriate for
an organisation like an orienteering club. I don't think so. I understand that I have to be
careful here in making comparisons between my club and other clubs, but the principals are
still relevant. Members contribute subscriptions to the club. For this they expect certain
benefits and services. Let's compare this to a simple company. An investor contributes some
money on the expectation that they will receive something in return, usually dividends. The
Company's main goal is to increase the profits of the business so as to increase the value of
the investor's shares and provide the investors with a return. Surely a club should work on
the same principal. A club after all is a "not for profit" organisation. What use is storing a
mass of funds in the bank?
I know that most clubs usually save money so that they can pay for new maps to be produced
in the future. Surely with the frequent use of colour copying and ocad this large expense
has been reduced with the major cost being fieldwork. So after the cost of new maps, what
else is there that clubs pay for? In the eyes of the club members the money should be
spent on them. Membership Services! WACO lives by this principal. We have bugger all in
the bank! But they don't have to make maps I hear you say. Get past that for a while. If we
had to make a map we would get the money from that event. All of WACO's funds are spent
on the members - Membership packs, subsidised uniforms, subsidised event entries, parties,
sports drinks and free coaching. Only recently have other clubs offered some of these
benefits. And what a difference it makes, look at the club moral for Auckland O Club lately.
Since they got their uniforms (subsidised I believe) and a flag, they have been very active
and supportive of each other. Money can also be paid to people who perform tasks that
make the club tick. People who set events, the person who processes all the membership
forms, the major officers of the club and other helpers. It doesn't have to be a lot of
money.
So how much money does your club have? Have they told you recently? Have you received
benefits from your investment in your club. I heard a couple of years ago about a club in the
Auckland area, which had a huge amount of money in their bank. What are they saving it
for?
Well, that's it for me. Hope you have a good month and I will catch up in the next magazine.
Thanks once again for the people that have contributed to this magazine. In this issue there
is a little bit of something for everyone.
SHAUN COLLINS

POINTS TO PONDER
Do infants enjoy infancy as much as adults enjoy adultery?
How do I set my laser printer on stun?
If all the world is a stage, where is the audience sitting?
How is it possible to have a civil war?
If the #2 pencil is the most popular, why is it still #2?
If love is blind, why is lingerie so popular?
If work is so terrific, how come they have to pay you to do it?
What happens when none of your bees wax?
If you try to fail — and you succeed — which have you done?
If one synchronised swimmer drowns, do the rest have to drown too?
If the black box flight recorder is never damaged during a plane crash, why isn't the whole
airplane made out of the stuff?
If most car accidents occur within five miles of home, why doesn't everyone just move 10

miles away?
If man evolved from monkeys and apes, why do we still have monkeys and apes?
And whose cruel idea was it for the word "Lisp" to have a "S" in it?
Before they invented drawing boards, what did they go back to?
Does the Little Mermaid wear an algebra?

CONFUCIUS SAYS:
•

Man who run in front of car get tired

•

Man with one chopstick go hungry.

•

War doesn't determine who's right. War determines who's left."

•

Man who tell one too many light bulb jokes soon burn out!

•

Man who drive like hell, bound to get there!

•

Man who sit on tack get point!

•

Man who lives in glass house should change in basement

•

Man who wants pretty nurse, must be patient.

•

Lady who go camping must beware of evil intent.

•

Man who keep feet firmly on ground have trouble putting on pants.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Please call Club Secretaries for final confirmation of these details: (A) Auckland: Terry
Nuthall 09 412 9012 (CM) Counties-Manukau: John Briffett 09 294 7613 (E) Egmont:
Suzanne Scott 06 758 4739 (H) Hamilton: Linda Flynn 07 889 6751 (NW) NorthWest: Ann
Fettes 09 827 5358 (P) Pinelands: Chris Jackson 07 886 5313 (R) Rotorua: Peter Fitchett
(07) 345 6786 (T) Taupo: Alison Mensen 07 378 0577 (WACO) Waikato and Auckland
Campus: Madeleine Barr 09 631 0204 (Wh) Whangarei: Dick Rankin 09 434 6499.
November

18
25

SUMMER SERIES - Mangere Mountain.
SUMMER SERIES - Auckland Domain - start Grandstand. The
Grandstand is on the
side of the domain nearest the Auckland Hospital.

December

3
6
9
10
15

R
Ham

SUMMER SERIES - Churchill Park, Glendowie - start Kinsale Ave
Tui Ridge - A little North of Rotorua
Waikato University
SUMMER SERIES - Mt Eden - start Melville Park
SUMMER SERIES - Mt St John - Start Puriri Drive

1999
Jan
Feb
Feb
Mar
Apr
Apr
Jun
Sep
Oct
Oct
Oct
Nov

16-17
Taranaki Turkey Trot and Traverse
6-7
NZ Masters Games - Wanganui
27
Katoa Po all night relays
20-21 Otago Champs - Dunedin
2-5
Easter 3 Day National O Squad Auckland
16-17
SILVA Secondary School Champs - Dunedin
5-7
Queens Birthday WOA Champs - Hawkes Bay
25-26 AOA Champs
10-11 CDOA Champs - Taupo
2-3
Canterbury Champs - Christchurch
23-25 Labour Weekend - Nationals (North West)
13-14
SI
Champs - Dunedin

NORTHWEST NEWS
Our congratulations to all those club members who were successful at the recent Auckland
champs - an excellent weekend of sun, testing courses from Rob Jessop and "new" maps. I
began to feel my age, as this pocket of Woodhill forest:- Mission Coast, Temu Road,'
Whites Line" etc - was where I cut my orienteering teeth practically a whole generation of
trees ago circa 1982! I certainly didn't recognise any forest features, as my lengthy
classic time will testify.
NWOC has a busy week ahead as we are hosting the inaugural Ralph King Score Event on 31
October followed by the Auckland relays on 1 November. Peter Godfrey set courses for the
primary/intermediate school champs on a new ocad map at Ambury Park on 3 November,
attracting over 150 students. JonineandMichelleNashwere responsible for a major
intermediate schools event at Onepotodomainonthesame day, with about 180 participants a great effort!
Organisation is already underway for the 1999 national champs (at Weiti Station), with
course setters, and co-ordinators selected.
On Labour daytheMead and Michels families kayaked from Long Bay to Dacre cottage at
Weiti andbravedourfirst swim of the summer. We promise that wedidnotventureabove
the high tide line and Geoff maintains that he kept hiseyesclosedsoasnotto gain any
unfair advantage from visiting an embargoed forest!
A 34 strongNWcontingentcontestedthe CDOA Champs held in fragrant eucalyptus forest
andinsizzlingtemperatures - with late starters feeling the heat at some arid drink stations.
These were excellent courses - clean underfoot, yet physically demanding; the sometimes
subtlespur/gullyterrain a real contrast from thefamiliarsanddunesof Woodhill forest.
The start/finish area on day 2wasoneofthemore attractive forest locations I've
encountered. Good to see club members travelling together and socialising in the hot pools
and at dinner - it's an important aspect of multiday events.
NW People
Ann Fettes is now the current W65 North American O champion - do we have any other
international title-holders?
Kirsten Ambler is working in Dublin and taking a sabbatical from orienteering by
concentrating on mountain running instead.
SashaMiddletonhasgainedvaluableinternationalexperienceintheEuropeanworldcup
events and reported that the terrain in Estonia was so tough that it makes Woodhill's
Beautiful Hills look tame...
Bryan Teahan has relocated to Wellington. The club wishes to thank him for all his
involvement in club events and map making over the years. We look forward to keeping in
touch at regional events.

Club Dinner Our annual dinner and prize-giving will be held Sunday 06 December at
Monterey Park, Upper Harbour Drive, commencing at 6.00 pm. Please phone Ann Fettes (
827 5358) to book. The cost is $20.00/ adult (please check with Ann for children's rates).
Could all club trophies be returned to Lesley Stone (09- 424 2640) as soon as possible.
Club AGM Change of date!!! To avoid a clash with the world cup golf tournament at
Whangaparaoa (i.e. multitudes and traffic jams) the AGM will now be held on Sunday 29th
November. We kick off with a fun score event at Shakespear regional park commencing at
4.00pm. This will be followed by a BYO meal at Lesley and Keith Stone's home (14a
Melandra Road, Whangaparaoa)_from 6.00pm. The AGM will start at 7.00pm and all club
members are welcome.
Next committee meeting The November meeting will be on Thursday 12th November,
7:30pm at the Smithies residence ( 4b Fairbanks Place, Glendene) All welcome.
Don't forget all you energetic over 35's veterans - the world vets champs 2000 are only 14
months away, so now is the time to start training and the Summer Series is the perfect
opportunity. Also a good excuse for mid-week socialising!
Lisa Mead 445 4555

AUCKLAND O CHAT
The Summer Series has started, wetly but well, with good turnouts, good courses, good
maps, and good fun.
Rob Jessop (for reasons not vouchsafed to this writer) has some northern hemisphere
compasses for sale cheap.
Janice Cyprian ran in the Hamilton - Rotorua - Taupo - and back again relay recently, in a
team of 10, it took 3 days, they came second (last year one of their runners got lost!)
Nice one, Stewart family, the website is excellent, particularly impressive is the same-night
results of the Summer Series events. Stunning to note that almost all participants (really,
all but a couple) in the SS events have email addresses and are happy to receive their results
that way. This is very obviously how to communicate with orienteers in the future, we need
to switch our thinking from email / web information being the exception to it being the norm,
and snail mail being the exception.

Be advised that the most recent phone list shows the Brewis's fax number, their real phone
number is 575 6989.
The AOC committee has considered the draft event programme for next year, and decided
(a) that it wants to thrash the two new Woodhill maps, which are gorgeous but potentially
short-lived
(b) that it is sorry but it would really rather not have an Auckland OY in the Waikato,
because that is perceived to be unfair for some AOA members
(c) that although informal events may be offered, it will not be planning for park events
during the winter next year, and instead will concentrate on Summer Series and major
events (OYs, etc.)
Special thankyous following the Auckland Champs to Eddie Reddish, Barbara McGivern, Ann
Jessop, Robyn,ReddishandAnnetteWilsonwhoputupwithmorethancouldbeexpected.
Thecommitteedecidedtomakeanother50controlflagsontopoftherecentnewlot
because our flags are so faded and tatty.
TheAGMis at the Nuthall residence inKumeuon6thDecemberand we plan to offer a "set
meal" - be there!
Welcome back to Andy and Jill Brewis, especially Andy's face, after this, that, Nepalese
trekking, etc. They are particularly proud o ftheirmapofNepalwith 200m contours. Or
was that 100m. Whatever.
The nice new colourful AOC T-shirts and shorts are $30 each, ask Rob J nicely. AOC's
magnificent performance at the AOA relays will be remembered for many a year, well done
all,gladwe had enough for the AGM while we waited for the later finishers. Clearly, winning
isn't everything (just aswell)andclub spirit was undiminished by the superb performances
fromCMOCandoneortwoother clubs! Wonder what happened at the prizegiving? By the
way,allshouldnotethatthe first team to finish had only three runners,pityonlytwoof
them were AOC members.
The committee meeting's wine notes covered Pinot Grigio '94, Mission HB Merlot '98
(again!),MontanaReserveSB'97,andMoltepulcianoD'Abbrazo'94.
Well done Sarah B on two firsts in the Auckland Champs. Well done Rob J on winning Welly
Champs.
MARK ROBERTS

WEIRD AND WACO
Are you all enjoying the weather?
For a lot of you the summer will mean a relaxation from orienteering. I know a member of
theC.Mclub locks his O' shoes away for the summer and takes out his golf clubs. I think
this is brilliant. But just because there is no orienteering I don't think there should be no
socialisation between the clubs. The WACO BBQ is coming up (check the calendar) and the
party is rearing its ugly head.
WACO is also keen on getting its weekly pack runs going. These usually involve meeting at
the domain or one tree hill and going for an easy run as a group. We would like to get as
many people as possible involved, so if you are interested please give me a call and we will try
and choose a time which will suit the most people.
Well done to all the WACO members at the Auckland champs. Jill Dalton absolutely
thrashed at the classic event, as well as Rob Crawford and Rachel Smith who took out the
most prestigious prizes, the elite men and woman grades.
Fraser's grandma has had her dental surgery and so I have no more quotes from him.
Matt has returned from Europe and is still in his fine form. He arrived at 6 a.m. on a
Saturday morning at Auckland international airport and was seen still partying in town with
Fraser and Stu at 4 a.m. the next morning.
We are having a Golf challenge against the other clubs (see laterinMagazinefor details.
This should be an incredible dual to the death with a huge victory in WACO's favour. Some
stars of our team at present (although due to availability) are:
Michal (is that another par) Glowacki
Brent (I'm disappointed with only three birdies) Edwards
Stu (was that two to the green on a par five?) Barr
Neil (one putt) Kerrison
The team has also hired two coaches and a manager and is hoping that the Eisenhower tour
will have helped their build
up.
We are having a wine evening on 15th December. This will be run by Jill Dalton and will be
organised in a similar fashion as past evenings with tasting of lots of different wines. The
eveningisquiteeducational too, with Jill giving lots of different tips. The cost is $15. If
you are interested ring Shaun on 631 0204 to book a place. Numbers are limited so first in
first served. More details at a later date.

SHAUN AND STU

631 0204

COUNTIES-MANUKAU NEWS
The highlight of the month for CMOC was our success in winning the Auckland Relay Champs,
run on Beautiful Hills, placing a credible 1 st , 3rd and 5th to North West's 2nd and 4th. Our club
last held the distinction of being "Auckland's Best" way back in 1989. What will make it more
memorable was North West's Presidents good humoured reluctance in handing the trophy
over. I'm surprised he hadn't prematurely engraved the trophy, NW '98.
After a successful day of orienteering, we headed back to the car to find son Graeme, had
inadvertently locked the keys in the boot. After several attempts to break in by fellow
orienteers we finally relented and went home to retrieve the spare keys. So it was an
exceptionally long day.
Congratulations toeveryonewhocompetedand did well at the Auckland Champs on a
technically difficult map. Our thanks go to Auckland Club for a great weekend.
John Robbie and Val are dotting grandparents with the arrival of Tania's baby boy, Caden
"ROBBIE" Larsen, weighing in at 8lb 4 oz's. This of coursemeansCMOChavegainedanew
member - (future elite). Val and Robbie both say, Caden is so big, he would be more suited to
rugby league than orienteering.
CMOC are celebrating their 25th year of orienteering to be held at John and Margaret
Briffett's residence: Dales Road, Ramarama - Saturday 21st November - commencing at 5pm
till late. All present and past members are welcome. If you haven't received an invitation
please contact John Briffett or Rob Hattie to give us an indicationofnumbers.
John Robbie is once again running his successful Thursday night orienteering promotional
events, commencing at 5pm with premarked maps. All events are signposted from the Tuakau
Bridge.
For all club members that have been preoccupied with other things through the year the
1999 "O" calendar is jam packed with all the major events, finally in their correct sequence
with the Autumn series leading into OYs onto the Auckland Champs hosted by CMOC. The
Nationals at Labour weekend are being held in Auckland by NW. To cap the year off the
World Masters leading us into the new millennium. So out with your training shoes, hope to
see you all participating.
Counties AGM will be held at Ross and Linda Brighouse's residence on Wednesday the 3rd
February starting at 7pm sharp, followed by a normal meeting. All members are welcome.

ROB HATTIE 299 6394

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS
To the Editor,
I was interested to read the NZOF reply in the last Blabbermouth to the stirring editorial
you had written previously. I thought the NZOF's answers were a bit vague and I am still
trying to work out a few of the points Andy put forward. I also have a few points and
questions of my own about the NZOF that I would like to hear some answers to.
In regards to the previous Blabbermouth one of the statements that interested me the most
was "some things must be said face to face". A group of friends and myself discussed this
and between us we could not think of anything that could not be said "face to face". Are
there some things that the NZOF has to keep a secret. Is there anything they are hiding
from us. I am sure there aren't any scandalous or evil activities that the NZOF is partaking
in, so why are there things that can not be said over the net, or on the phone.
I don't have that great a problem with the NZOF exec getting together for meetings. There
are always decisions that have to be made. I just wish that the amount of money they
obviously believe is necessary expenditure on their meetings they kept relative to their
spending in other areas. This may seem like a somewhat selfish example, but I would like to
talk about the money given to the JWOC team. In the summer of '96-'97 myself and a group
of JWOC hopefuls ran a fundraising event to try and make some money to help pay for the
upcoming trip. At the end of the three day orienteering weekend we found we had actually
made a profit. I thought this was the start of what was going to be the greatest fundraising
effort known to man. A few days later one of the other organisers informed me of the fact
we had to give 11% of our takings to the NZOF. This took our event down to a loss of around
ten dollars. This may seem okay, I guess the NZOF has to have its policies, but that same
year there was less than thirty dollars given to each of the people that travelled to Romania.
Does this sound fair?
The last question I would like to ask is how do we find out what has been said at these
meetings
if we want to. Are the minutes on the net. I know it is surely possible. The Auckland O' club
the
results of their event e-mailed out to the competitors the next morning. Surely the minutes
can be typed and placed on the net.
I just hope that they spend our money wisely.
Stuart Barr WACO

To the Editor,
Many kids spend 2-3 hours travelling to an event, compete for 20 to 30 minutes and then
hang around for one or more parents to complete their courses. A suggestion to keep the
junior grades motivated is to have an old crust (your description, not mine) or two available
and willing to discuss the junior courses, point out different options and indicate where
improvements could be made. The old crust would ideally be the setter or controller of the
day or perhaps 2 or 3 names could be clearly placed on the noticeboard as "Crusts of the

day". A vegemite sandwich headgear may have to be prepared for those who don't have that
natural old crust look. This would be a lot more effective than a parent or coach (if such a
luxury exists) trying to do the same thing and may also get the juniors to spark off each
other a little.
Regards, Aidan Nelson, CM

To the Editor,
For information of any orienteers who were confused by the non-existence of a start
triangle on the ground at the Auckland Champs:
IOF Rule
"22.8 The point where orienteering begins shall be shown on the map with the start triangle
and, if it is not at the time start, marked in the terrain by a control flag but no marking
device."
I hope that more events in future in New Zealand will conform to the standard. NZOF rules
at present have no specific comment, other than stating NZ events shall conform to IOF
rules.
And thanks to Robert Jessop for telling me that this was the rule. Rob's overseas
experience is very useful.
Selwyn Palmer

To the Editor,
So it appears a few individuals got their knickers in a twist about the new editors comments
on NZOF spending. Good!! At least they're aware that people are keeping an eye on it.
However maybe we should be paying more attention to things at the AGM's and demanding a
critical look at spending during these times. Also it behoves all members of the NZOF to
stick up their hand and provide constructive suggestions if they can see a better way of
providing a service.
Well I certainly don't want these informal chats to be overly serious so have you heard about
one of the senior WACO Club members obviously not aware of the end of the cold war. This
individual has been seen trying to pass secrets by way of mouth to the Russians. Apparently
he isn't the first orienteer to try this?
I was wondering can anyone tell me just what the extra charge on the regional championships
for none NZOF members goes towards? Not complaining, just curious.
Driving in Auckland the other day and I thought to myself maybe we should come up with a
different analogy to traffic lighting when training Auckland orienteers. I could just see
someone running through some nice open forest passing over a track thinking to themselves

right I should be orange lighting now then sprinting flat knacker to the edge of the control
circle. Then stopping completely, finding a stereo turning it up to full volume, and applying
their make up or making a phone call for the red light section. Maybe we could make an
analogy to shopping? The purchasing phase, the opening the credit card statement area, and
finally the seeing the bank manager section. Hey, its only an idea.
A WORD FROM THE COGNISANT (?) ONE

Dear Shaun
I am pleased to update the Auckland Area clubs on WMOC 2000 as well as requesting club
members to consider volunteering to assist at the event.
As at 10 November 1998 we have received 370 entries from thirteen countries. The country
with the most entrants received is Finland, who have 113 people entered. We believe there is
great interest in the event from all over the orienteering world; for example we have
received an entry of 24 people from Estonia which surprised us as we had not planned on
many coming from Eastern Europe.
Promotion of the event is continuing with just under 6000 entry brochures distributed to
orienteers at WMOC 98, Oringen 98 and APOC 98. We also have included a copy of the
brochure with every issue of the NZ and Australian O' magazines. If any club wishes
additional copies or any member wants copies to send overseas please do not hesitate to ask.
The administration of the event is well underway with all fieldwork completed. The planners
have all visited their respective maps and have planned concept courses.
We have investigated the merits of electronic punching and believe that it is beneficial to
our event. We are currently evaluating proposals from the two companies that supply
electronic punching systems.
With respect to the request for volunteers for assistance at the event we would ask clubs if
they would call on its members to consider volunteering for such duties as required in the
areas of the:
Start&Finish
Results
Manning drinks stations
Parking
Enquiries/Help desk
Control collection [after each days event]
Setting up for each day e.g. Tents, toilets etc
As this is a World Championship event we are expecting large numbers attend and therefore
we need as many volunteers as possible to assist during the week of the Event, beginning on
31 December 1999. This is a New Zealand hosted event where our terrain, maps, planning and

importantly, organisation will be on show to the rest of the world. We need the support of
clubs and its members to make this event a successful and memorable one for all
participants.
We do appreciate any offer of assistance.
I have enclosed a Volunteer Form for members who wish to offer their services.
A number of people have asked whether they can buy the WMOC 2000 T shirts and caps
that various WMOC 2000 officials have been wearing at events.
I would advise that they are available for sale at the following prices - T shirts $20, caps
$10.
For the T shirts we have two sizes available XL&L . If there is enough demand we will print
the M size. Please send request either by email [wmoc2000@xtra.co.nz], post [Box 180
Feilding], or fax [06 323 0822]
Yours in orienteering
Graham Teahan - Chief Executive Officer

WMOC 2000 - Volunteer Form
Name:
Address:

Telephone No:
Email:
Fax:
Club:
Volunteering for: please tick box

Start

Finish

Enquiries/Help Desk

Results
Drinks Stations

Setting Up

Parking

Control Collection

Other [please state]
Dates available:
Event Experience [brief details]

Please return to: WMOC 2000
PO Box 180, Feilding

Fax 06 323 0822

CAN YOU MAKE A DEAD HORSE GO FASTER?
An age old question! However, I liked the following report from a committee recently
charged with the task of finding out how to make a dead horse go faster. Their
recommendations were as follows...
1

Appoint a steering committee to re-evaluate the horse's direction.

2

Harness several dead horses together to increase speed.

3

Hire "outside independent contractors" to ride the dead horse.

4

Provide increased funding to improve both the horses performance and committee
members remuneration.

5

Revisit and restate the minimum performance requirements of the horse.

6

Place the horse at the bottom of a steep learning curve. If that fails try No 7.

7

Place the horse on a level playing field (and don't shift the goal posts!)

8

Arrange an overseas fact finding mission to see how at least 10 other countries ride
dead horses.

9

Require prior permission to ride the horse under the provisions of the Resource
Management Act.

10 Promote the dead horse to a supervisory or management position.
11 Declare loudly that no horse is ever too dead to go faster.
12 Change from MMP back to "First Past the Post". Horses relate to that concept better.
13 If No's 1-12 don't work then try dismounting the said horse.

THE INAUGURAL RALPH KING SCORE EVENT
Saturday 31 October
This event held on the Saturday prior to the relays was also an excellent day. Ralph set a
challenging event on the Muriwai map. A very close result with no competitor gaining
maximum points. The senior mens winner was Dave Middleton, Senior ladies : Lisa Mead and
junior male Campbell Melrose-Allen.

HIGH SPEED ORIENTEERING
A story by Antony Barr - WACO

Well this story has been a long time coming but due to general slackness and a multitude of
excuses I just haven't sat down to write it. However, seeing as the new editor knows where
I live and is on the warpath for articles, here it is.
First I better introduce myself. I was once a familiar face in Orienteering circles. The
eldest in the Jarr of Bimberries, brother to the brother of the brother of the brother of
the Fiancé of the Editor of this fine magazine, part time T.V. star, friend to all, competitor
to some and soon to be son of the clan Mac Ander from Mauriceville (A bit of a rumour
starter from us cognoscente!).
Anyway this is an Orienteering story with a bit of a difference. It's a story which takes
place in a far off land called Southofthebombayhills. It involves excitement, cunning, deceit,
and a bit of good old-fashioned route choice.
It all started on a fine day in Ohakea. The course planner had set the course months ago and
being a generous sort of chap had allowed me to mark my own map two days earlier. The
course didn't seem too difficult to look at, but as always there were many places providing
the potential to trip and fall. At 0830 it was time for the pre-race brief. The chief
controller and technical advisor was conducting the briefing and as I entered the room I
observed that I was the only one present. The brief begun "Just relax and remember
although I will be behind you for the entire course I am only there to observe. All I am
looking for is good navigational technique and safety throughout" and ended with "See you
for start in 5 minutes". Five minutes, what about time to warm up, stretch, have a cup of
coffee? Just enough time to go and put on my special race kit. Specially designed and
custom fitted for this type of race - my race kit was a stunning shade of olive green with
pockets and zips and a strange looking hose attachment on one side. After squeezing into my
gear I ventured outside to inspect the vehicle that would be my means of transport around

the course. After a thorough 3,2,1 inspection (3 wheels, 2 wings, and 1 engine) I climbed
aboard my Aermacchi Fighter Jet and waited for the checking officer.
The course I was about to do was slightly different from your standard Orienteering course.
Instead of the fastest time, the object was to complete the course as close to the planned
time as possible (+/- 5 seconds is normally acceptable). Not all controls had to be visited on
the way to the final control and the result was not a win/lose situation but instead a
pass/fail which could result in the end of a career. Enough of the rules, on with the race.
Now I have heard complaints before about 5 or even 10 minute walks to the starting area.
The journey to my starting area was a quick 150 mile journey to Gisborne (about 18 minutes),
and no guarantee that I would be able to start once I got there due to bad weather. The
journey there was relatively uneventful and the weather was fine with just a strong north
westerly blowing. A slight hold up due to a train crossing the runway (not so unusual for
those who know Gisborne) and then just a little further to the start. The funny thing with
these courses is that the start is marked as just another circle, the penultimate control is
marked as a square, and the finish is marked as a triangle??? I sighted the start, descended
to 250ft, accelerated to 300kts (about 550km/hr), and prepared to start my watch. 3, 2, 1,
HACK, we were off. The first leg was from a place called Young Nicks Head to the edge of
Lake Waikaremoana and was supposed to take about 8 minutes. After about two minutes the
instructors voice comes over the intercom "For practice, you hear two large thumps near the
nose of the aircraft". Immediately I remove the navigation chip and insert the emergency
chip into my skull. "Right, suspect bird strike near the front of the aircraft. Looking for any
visual signs of damage."
"You see the remains of a bird stuck to the nose of the aircraft and what looks like some
blood and guts near the engine intake."
This spells bad news because the instructor has just given me a clue that at any stage he will
close the throttle and I will have to glide the aircraft to land. I started a climb and turned
back to Gisborne. Sure enough without much delay the throttle was closed and I was forced
to make a landing in this now rapidly sinking brick. Once the instructor was happy that we
would safely land he told me to carry on with the flight. However I now had a major problem.
I was back were I started, the stopwatch was still running and was already showing five
minutes. Time to start thinking. I did some quick maths and realised that to catch up my
time I needed to go 60kts faster for 25 minutes. This would then only give me a few
minutes to go before the target to fine tune the timing and also it would mean I was now
travelling at 670km/hr, 250ft above the ground. Was that going to be a little fast for my
orienteering skills? Only time would tell, but now wasn't the ideal time to be testing it! I
made my way back on to track and continued to head towards Lake Waikaremoana. My
frequent timing checks were indicating that I was catching up time at about the predicted
rate so I decided to continue with the correction. At the first control I turned left and
headed south noting that the fuel was getting close to minimum required. Things were going
smoothly but a large lake is easy enough to find and the next controls were a lot more
difficult.

Halfway along the next leg I spotted a good handrail. A river that led all the way, all I had
to do was keep it on my right shoulder and I couldn't miss the control. Amazingly the
instructor
decided that

I probably
needed a bit
of time to
sort myself
out and so
let me go all
the way to
the control
without
incident.
That would
be the end
of Mister
Nice Guy.
Over the
control I
turned left
again, noted
the time and
fuel, and
headed to
the next
point which
was 8 miles
east of
Waipukurau.
Things were
looking up I
was catching
time and so
far I wasn't
lost. Then a
voice from the back "You have been informed by AWACS (Airborne Warning And Control
System) that there is a SAM (Surface to Air Missile) Site at Waipukurau with a range of 10
miles."
"Right, ahhh...." stalling for time "ahhh " realising I don't have any time "Right then, what
we are going to do is, ahhh , my plan is" the cogs start turning "at time two zero I'm going

to turn on to the next heading and travel for 3 minutes paralleling my next track then turn
back onto this track until time two seven forty at which point I will re-intercept the next
track."
"Okay, are you sure that will work?" the tone suggesting that I had missed something.
It had to work. I would be travelling the same distance inside of the course therefore not
losing any more precious time and avoiding the SAM Site by at least 10 miles.
At 17 minutes the penny dropped and I knew what the instructor had been questioning. I
was behind time so if I turned at 20 minutes I was going to pass too close to Waipukurau.
"Turning now." I whimpered and explained the problem to an all knowing instructor who I'm
sure was enjoying this. The problems were compounding because now I wasn't sure were I
had turned, I wasn't sure how long to travel, and when I turned back to intercept the course
I would not now how long till I would cross the course. Things were looking less than flash. I
decided to use the WAG (Wild Ass Guess) technique. After three more minutes I turned
back on track and started looking for good relocation features. While my brain was working
overtime trying to read a map at close to 700km/hr I somehow managed to notice that the
fuel was getting low, very low. So now I was trying to find out where I was, when I was, and
if I could get there. By looking at the map I could tell that I was within 60 miles of base and
referring to my flight reference cards I knew that by climbing to 17 000ft I could get home
with only 200 kgs of fuel. Not exactly the best way of doing the job but desperate times
call for desperate measures. After explaining this to the instructor I decided that I may as
well turn back on track because I would rather be inside the course than travelling further
outside.
All I had to do now was find where I was and work out how to get to the control. I looked
around and spotted a long ridge to my right. There was only one feature that that could be
and it was the right distance away. Then I spotted a road running parallel to me on my left.
If it was the right one then it would take me to the control. I still had enough fuel but it
was getting low, however once past the next control I would be within 40 miles and would
only need 170kgs of fuel. I spotted the control and had a quick look at my watch. I was
going to be ahead of time! I pulled back the throttle and started to decelerate to 300
knots.
Turning at the control I noted the fuel and time. It looked like the fuel was going to last but
now I was ahead of time by 10 seconds and would have to make another correction. There
was only one more chance to correct my timing before the final control so my correction
would have to be good because there would only be 1 minute 20 to make it in. The instructor
was keeping quiet and I was feeling reasonably smug about the fact that I had managed to
get back on the rails. I identified the feature I was going to use as a timing check. Hoping
that the timing was under control I looked at my stopwatch. It had stopped. Not just

stopped it had gone completely blank. Thanks Casio. What was I going to do? Lie. "Timing
looks good I'll keep this speed to the end." No point giving the game away just yet.
There was the final control in sight. I pointed it out to the instructor and headed straight
towards it. Once overhead I immediately pulled into a steep climb and kept climbing to 15
000ft. If we ran out of fuel now we would at least be able to glide home. There was still the
problem though of the stopped stopwatch. I decided to bluff "Not bad, only 5 seconds off
at the target"
"I had you spot on actually"
"Oh, I must have looked at my watch late"
I think the instructor must have been impressed because he let me get back home without
further incident and gave me the top mark on the course.
Afterwards I was talking to Bim Jarr who had been standing on the bridge that was my final
control. He told me how impressed he was with the way that I had come in so low and then
pulled up quickly as if I was dropping bombs. I agreed that it was pretty cool because I
didn't have the heart to tell him that I was trying not to crash.

DRINKS CONTROLS AT NUMBER 6
This is from an actual trial in the UK.
A young woman who was several months pregnant boarded a bus. Then she noticed a young
man smiling at her she began feeling humiliated on account of her condition. She changed
her seat and he seemed more amused. She moved again and then on her fourth move he
burst out laughing. She had him arrested.
Then the case came before the court, the young man was asked why he acted in such a
manner. His reply was:
When the lady boarded the bus I couldn't help noticing she was pregnant. She sat under an
advertisement which read "Coming Soon: The Gold Dust Twins", then she moved under one
that read "Sloans Liniments remove swelling". I was even more amused when she sat under a
shaving advertisement which read "William's Stick bid The Trick". Then I could not control
myself any longer when on the fourth move she sat under an advertisement which read
"Dunlop Rubber would have prevented this accident."
The case was dismissed.

ROB C's TIPS FOR THE MELBOURNE CUP
By Rob Crawford - WACO
[I received this two days after the race so Rob has already made his money - ED]

Well, it's November, and that means Melbourne Cup time. One day in the year when two
nations stop to watch 24 nags run around a circular track and see who has won the office
sweepstake. Pointless really, but what the heck, it's a good reason to get off work early and
have a beer before Friday.
For those who have the occasional flutter once a year and know nothing about horses, I
thought I would use my new-found skills and provide some pointers to my fellow Orienteers
about who to back in the Cup. There's a lot of talk and hype about the race, and suddenly a
lot of people (like myself) who wouldn't know one end of a horse from the other suddenly
become experts in tipping. Take it from one in the know, there's no such thing as a sure-fire
winner in horse racing, except after the event. So here are the pertinent factors about this
years race:
THE POMMIE INVASION
The Poms can't play cricket. But they can race horses. Trouble is, with their horrendous
climate, horse racing takes part on tracks with a bit of water on them. Cut to Melbourne fine and sunny over the last couple of weeks. Bottom line: the Poms can't win unless there's
a bit of water around.

THE KIWI INVASION
The Kiwis are worse at cricket then the Poms. But they can race horses. Theory No 1 : the
worse a nation is at cricket, the better they are at horse racing. Believe me. Last year the
Cup was won by a horse whose sire (that's "Father" in our terms) who sits at home in
Cambridge doing what a lot of us would like to do all day. His name is Zabeel, and he's like
the Jorgen Martensson of horse racing. Well, this year there's two horses whose Dad is
Zabeel in the race, both Kiwi trained. Combine this with theory No 1 above and you have the
quinella.
Everyone is raving about Aerosmith. Forget him. Draw 23 and a bad jockey - that's like
having first start with a broken compass. And his Dad ain't Zabeel.
THE AUSSIES
They can play cricket. So they've got no chance. A lot of their horses lining up this year
have already run in this race and failed. True, there is one past winner in the race (called
Doreimus), but he's now 8 years old with 58kg on his back, which is akin to Rob Garden with
his spare tyre and
love handles trying to win the elite grade again. No chance (in both cases).

THE TIP
So there you have it. Kiwis one and two and who cares third, but it won't be an Aussie. As
to who will win, well, it's a bit close to call. Try to imagine two Jorgen Martensson's running
down a finish chute and picking which one will win. They'll probably keep swapping the lead
down the straight anyway. I don't think Dad Zabeel will care anyway - he'll be too busy to
watch the race. Wish I was that lucky.
Hope you make squillions like I will.
Rob C

YET MORE TALKS FROM THE ANCIENT PAST......1983
By Jill Dalton, WACO

This was the year that the South Auckland Orienteering Club newsletter had a daring yellow
cover - a startling departure from the traditional white. It was also the year of the first
Hallmark Mountain Marathon at Tongariro National Park, and in Japan 1540 competitors
started an O event at 1 minute intervals in less than 2½hours.
An ANZ Challenge trial was held at Kaahuiti (near Mangakino), and a two-day training camp
was held at Awhitu (run by Beris Ryder and Marie Fiskin). We met the Matakawau South map
at an O/Y event with Bruce Hendrie as course setter, and 220 people turned up. Bruce used
less than 30 controls for his 8 courses.
The Mountain Marathon attracted 26 South Auckland members and Phyllis Sneddon made
the map - people might remember it for its attractive appearance and detail. Ross Brighouse
and Lyndsay Shuker competed and came a creditable 3rd and were still talking to each
other, plus there were stories about Jock and Max's biscuit saga - don't ask me what that
was about. [maybe a soggy biscuit -ED]
An Orienteering Conference was held at Iwitahi, Taupo with 35 people attending from all
over NZ. The issues raised don't seem too unfamiliar from those being raised in the 90s. I
remember the Conference because I got lost on a training run - a run I have never forgotten.
The moral of the story is - take a map, even when you think you know the area well.
The new paint job on the South Auckland caravan attracted lots of attention, and thanks
went to Jan Sommerville for her hours of hard work.
At the Secondary Schools Orienteering Championships (Totara Park), the winning Kings A
team contained names such as Cory-Wright, Brewis, Brewis, 2nd Waiuku with Shuker,

Snedden, Brighouse&Snedden, 3rd Papakura with Bell, Pilbrow, Pilbrow (amongst others).
Some famous names there.
In the Australia/NZ Challenge at Esk Forest, Hawkes Bay, notable performances came from
John Robbie 1 s t M43, Ralph King 1 s t M56, Jock Stronach 1 s t M35, Bob Murphy 1 s t M50, Jan
Davies 1 s t W16, Hilary Weeks 1 s t W43. The South Auckland Girls - Jeanine Browne, Joanne
Cunningham, Leone Aspin 1st W21 team. NZ won the day 6 grades to 5.
SAOC President Geoff Pilbrow reported that a meeting had been held between
representatives of the 3 Auckland clubs to rationalise the event procedures. South
Auckland ran a 'Bring a Buddy Campaign' at Waiuku Forest, which seemed to be quite
successful. Unni Lewis was the organiser of Day 3 of the Scottish 6-day event (2028
entries), and the Swedish 5-day attracted 25,499 entries.
The largest club in 1983 was the Hong Kong Police Club with 1300 members, and the oldest
orienteering club is SK Gothia, founded in Stockholm in 1928. SAOC celebrated its 10 th
birthday with a dinner at the Waiuku Country Club, where Phyl and Jim Snedden were
presented with Life Membership.
This year we ran on maps with names like Ye Olde Woodhill, Puketapu Road, The Promised
Land, Gwavas Forest, Tuahu and Patetonga, Omana, Duders Beach, Weiti No. 1, Pohipi,
Manukau City and Tarawera Forest. Dingle Dell, Moire Park, Awhitu, Te Haehaenga, Garlands
Farm and 16 mile. Who can remember these?
The NZOF Rules 1979 included things like• Red and white clothing shall not be worn.
• The use of any aid other than the compass e.g. transport, electronic apparatus, a radio
or altimeter, is prohibited.
• It is prohibited to obtain outside held, collaborate over running or navigating, or
intentionally run with or behind another competitor during the race in order to profit
from his skill.
• Attempts to find out beforehand the location of the competition area and prior
investigation of this area are forbidden.
Robbie went to Oregon USA , then on to Puerto Rico for the World Veteran Games. David
Miller (Australia) spent a fortnight at the Robinson's place doing a map in the Paerata and
Tuakau areas. Mavid Hatwell won a trip to Club Med in the WM Squad raffle. SAOC club
purchased 24 bottles of Muller Thurgeau wine specially labelled as a fund raising promotion
for APOC - for sale at $4.25 a bottle - funny that I was the contact for sales!
This was the year that Jeanine Browne suffered a neck injury, which put her out of action
for many months. John Robbie suffered from heat exhaustion at the World Veteran Games,

Wayne Aspin injured his leg at the National Relays and Matthew Somerville had a skin graft
after his hand had a confrontation with a glass door.
So that was 1983 - people were getting excited about APOC 1984, to be held in NZ, with a
number of still famous names selected to represent NZ (e.g. R Jessop M15, J Martin W43, M
Moen W35, P Aspin W21, R Brighouse M21, R Garden M21.)
Hope you have enjoyed this trip through the past.

NEW ZEALAND 1-2 AT BRITISH
NIGHT CHAMPS
By David Farquhar - My Foreign Correspondent
It was New Zealanders first and second at the British Night Champs held in the south of
Scotland on October 31. Darren Ashmore and David Farquhar were over a minute clear of
the field in the 7.2km race. Although first on the night, Darren was not eligible to win the
trophy as he is not a financial member of the British Orienteering Federation. This meant
that David was given the title of new British Champion [hoorah - DF].
The event was held on a new map near Newcastleton. The terrain was fairly typical Scottish
plantation forest, fairly open with some brashings on the ground. The map was not very
intricate, so fast running was possible, with Darren taking only 7 minutes per km. Both David
and Darren felt they ran as hard in the night race as they would in a day race.
Darren said "My run was pretty clean, I only lost a couple of minutes. But you have to expect
that when you are running at night." After only 3 night events Darren is becoming a bit of a
night specialist, but he shrugged this off saying "I've been a bit lucky, I definitely prefer
running in daytime. It does help having a big Silva headlamp [my old headlamp which I
replaced with a new one 2 days before the event - DF]. With a big lamp it is a bit easier, so it
becomes more enjoyable"
New Zealand's other competitor in the race, Greg Barbour, finished in 10th place. He was
still feeling the effects of last weekend's Karrimor International Mountain Marathon, where
he and partner Tim Griffin from Aberdeen finished 6th in the Elite class. Bad weather on
the first day of this race caused over 75% of the teams to DNF day 1. "The Karrimor
weather was the worst

I have ever competed in" said Greg. "At the end of the first day was a stream which had
turned into a raging torrent, and some people were being swept up to 200 metres
downstream while they tried to cross."
Results:
1. Darren Ashmore
2. David Farquhar
3. Nick Barrable
10. Greg Barbour

NZ
NZ
NZ

50.06
51.07
52.40
60.18

LEARNING IT THE HARD WAY IN NEPAL
BY ANDY BREWIS, AOA
Two innocents, Jill and Andrew Brewis, were invited while at the World Vets to join an
apparently normal group of Australian orienteers on a trek in Nepal. At this point we started
to learn the hard way.
Confused by the groups average age of 65 we failed to discover that were vastly
experienced (having between the six of them trekked some 30 times in the Himalayas), were
trekking on this occasion in preparation for a major snow peak assault and in their desire to
go high enough while breaking new ground had chosen to tackle a newly opened trek to the
Kangchenjunga base camp.
Thus, over supplied with gear, medical supplies and enthusiasm we arrived in Kathmandu.
Thank God we were fit. Then the lessons began.
On day one we flew to ever shortening airstrips in ever-smaller aeroplanes from Kathmandu
to Suketar. Three things matter about Suketar. Its air strip is longer than the aircraft used
by Royal Nepal Airlines, the fog that sees the strip as its natural habitat lifts some days and
it is some 1300 metres above the Tamur river, our way in to Kangchenjunga. The aircraft is
small, the strip short and the air thin. RNA worries about the safety of its passengers and
its aircraft and quite properly watches weight carefully. Experienced Australian understand
this and the entire party helped to minimise weight by packing their day packs with books
and booze, wearing wet weather and snow gear and changed from walkers to mountain boots.
At this point we learnt trekking lesson one, never put on your trekking boots when in walker
socks or try to carry more than you can lift with one arm. While watching in stunned
amazement while RNA turned a plane about in four minutes and then threw it over a cliff,
out gear packs disappeared over a second cliff on the back of sundry porters. Six hours later
and 1300 metre lower Paul Adrian demonstrated that it was possible to strip blister the

entire inner face of one's big toes and I established that it is only possible to re-adhere ones
big toenails with Elastoplast once the bleeding has stopped.
Lesson two related to gear choice. Knowing we were going to trek in the Himalayas we spent
many hours and very many dollars selecting mountain gear. There is clearly value to be had
from this if one is caught in a blizzard. We were not. For the majority of the time we were
summer trekking through a tropical jungle covered in sweat and leeches carrying a pack full
of wet weather gear suitable for a week on the top of Everest, This is very character
forming if you have to go downhill sideways until your toes go numb.
Lesson three was attitudinal and related to leeches. Most of the time the Australians were
casual about leeches, the New Zealanders less so. Some of the Australians had reason to be
cool. Marg Folkard was not attractive to leaches, not only was she never bitten, rumour
spread that walking behind her put one in a zone of safety. By repute the leaches fleeing
ahead of her left a 3 metre clear area. Dorothy Adrian simply wandered her way through
leeches unaffected, in the same way that she wandered through slips, mud slides, rock fields
and torrents as if she were crossing a living room. Lance Fairclough, as ever, had thought his
way through the problem and wore a pair of 'Queensland snow gaiters' impenetrable to the
slimmest leach. Gill King having reported 37 leach bites on ankle and foot the first evening
was unfazed by future scores. My experience when loosing a leach in my sleeping bag lost
much in the telling when next morning Paul Adrian casually reported that he had woken in a
pool of blood, indicating that he felt his hip to be a preferred zone for leech activity.
On day three Jill made three discoveries. There may be a cliff on the other side of the
vegetation fringe, never put your weight on a walking stave until you know it is locked in and
that it is possible to remain cool when suspended over a 200-metre cliff on your elbows. She
distilled these discoveries into one lesson, don't talk over one's shoulder when trekking.
Lance Fairclough fought a bloody battle with a stubborn world to ensure that we flew in
rather than spent ten days trucking in and out through the malaria belt. This battle was won
at a cost, in that the flights he scored meant that we lost the rest days that more than
theory demanded be used to reduce the risk of the great mountain killer, altitude sickness.
We were lucky, or well managed, in that the party made 5000 metres twice on the run
without having to turn back to relieve symptoms. Two lessons were learnt. Suffering from
altitude anorexia I learnt to truly sympathise with the anorexic as I gagged and fought to
absorb sufficient food to make the next day's trek acceptable. Even worse was the effect of
the diuretic I was prescribed to reduce the minor symptoms of altitude sickness. I knew
diuretic is used to reduce fluid retention and the method used was to make one pee. What I
wasn't told was that the urge hit like greased lightning exactly three hours after you fell
asleep lightly dressed, unshod in a sleeping in a pup tent. You have just about 15 seconds
from wake up to get out of the sleeping bag, to dress to meet night conditions at 1700 feet,
to protect your feet from leeches and to get out of the tent and into the open.
Unfortunately the only way for a man of adequate size to escape a pup tent without bringing

it down on a furious partner is backward, which is OK, bent double, which is not within the
last three seconds of the programme. None the less, after a few unhappy moments, practice
made perfect and all was well. The lesson learnt was that on a mountain top reflex action is
insufficient on the night that your pup tent opens half a metre from a ten metre near
vertical scree slope.
Eventually we were there and we learnt that it was all worth it. There were the Himalayas is
all their glory, there was Kangchenjunga gleaming, white and majestic against a perfectly
blue sky. Here were the two heroes (one a New Zealander) who had spent 21 days preparing
their attack route for a 24 hour assault on the peak three days from now from our face.
Here was the team from the medical expedition delighted to show us, the first trekkers
that season, around their research projects. The sun shone, not a sign of snow, not a breeze,
not a problem. How lucky we were!
How lucky we were became apparent when we talked to the team. Our sadar or Sherpa
foreman had been to Kangchenjunga base camp 15 times and never seen the whole mountain
before. Our Sherpa group leader had been there five times and never seen the mountain.
Our climbing friends made their assault and had to turn back when the spade needed to dig a
snow cave was blown from their hands and finished somewhere in India. The medical
expedition was shedding people like autumn leaves with typhoid, nervous breakdowns and
altitude sickness. We swanned on with our path smoothed flat by Australian planning and
expertise. It was no chance that the weather was perfect, or that we were not sick, or that
we had Rob Ball's cook, or that we got in by air in the festival season when all others were
denied.
On the way up we passed round the face of a convex slip about five hundred metres above a
river. The track that passing porters and yaks had cut across the face of this slip was shoe
wide and, kept going forever round the bend and was absolutely terrifying. On the way down
we fell into conversation with Doug Scott, an icon to trekkers and mountaineers, 56 and still
knocking them off. He had just done a peak alongside Kangchenjunga. I asked him if it
became easier with experience, no he said, harder with age. He had been seven days up a
peak they had planned to climb in two days. He was going home to Mum he said, that's enough
for one season. And how often have you trekked in Nepal he asked. First time I replied. And
you're on the Kangchenjunga circuit he asked, you mean you had to walk round that slip near
Tellok? Most frightening thing I've ever done on a mountain he said, thank heavens I'm going
out by helicopter from Ghunsa. Thank you I thought, at least we are trekking out through
the unknown terrors of the seldom-used Mergin La pass. Later experiences taught me not to
be ingenuously optimistic when trekking in East Nepal.

WHOSE AT THE START LINE WITH SHAUN?
This month I interviewed Jill Dalton. She lives in Onehunga, Auckland and belongs to the
WACO club. These days she is a self-employed outdoor recreation consultant (whatever
that means) and does all sorts of weird and interesting things. Her other hobbies include
wine appreciation (who doesn't already know this - put up your hand), alpine tramping, a bit of
mountaineering, - had to give up on caving and skiing because of not enough time. She also
admits to being a bit of a gym junkie as well.
SC:
Jill:

When did you start orienteering? Why?
I started in 1978 because Eileen and Graham Frith said I had to go along with them
and try this new and exciting sport they had found out about. As if I didn't have
anything better to do on Sunday mornings!

SC:
Jill:

Why do you continue to orienteer? Why do you love the sport?
I don't know why I still orienteer - must like it I suppose. Especially good is the
overseas travel (and a chance to visit different vineyards), and to see such places as
Colorado and British Columbia. I do like the people too, and the family atmosphere.
People tend to be inclusive at O events - you can talk to anyone. Seriously, I like the
individual challenge it presents. If I stuff up, then its my problem. The pleasure of
a good run lasts for ages. It also gives my motivation to keep training and setting
new objectives.
I'm also enjoying setting up the Veterans Squad with Michael Wood. I'm really
interesting in improving the older achievers and in sport specific training, positive
thinking, and all those trendy topics.

SC:
Jill:

What is your biggest challenge in orienteering. What do you struggle with? \
Coping with slowing down as I get older. Its harder to keep the speed factor - I've
got the strength and endurance. Deteriorating eyesight is also a real nuisance.
Knowing when you have to do something more about it and recognising the signs - like
not being able to read the fine detail so easily. Dehydration on hot days is also a
problem for me (e.g. CDOA Champs Day 1 - taking action and being responsible for
good hydration to stop the system shut down that goes on.)

SC:

What is the biggest problem that you think orienteering faces at the moment and
what do we need to do to increase the profile, strengthen the sport?
Problems - huge workload on people organising events - can't we make it simpler and
more user friendly? Marketing the sport, and retaining members, attracting new
members. Money to get our top people overseas to WOC.
People with fixed ideas who are unreceptive to change.

Jill:

It would be good to market it more to the city dwellers as something to do for a bit
of exercise after work (park events) rather than hitting the bars and cafes. Keep
getting the word into schools and ban compasses.
SC:
Jill:

What is the one thing about the orienteering scene that really gets up your nose?
The blasted timing of the Nationals issue. Why don't we have it at the end of the
year with all the other area champs like Australia.

SC:
Jill:

What is the one thing about orienteering/the orienteering scene that you really love?
Cool, trendy people like my WACO club members who make me feel welcome, and
allow me to educate them on the intricacies of wine appreciation. I also like the trips
around NZ, and the friendly atmosphere that goes with it. There are some really
great people in the orienteering scene. Having Phil Wood as the gnome that lives
downstairs.

SC:
Jill:

If you had won $1m in lotto, what would you spend it on?
Mind your own business. Probably more wine, or another trip to France to visit the
wine regions.

SC:
Jill:

Why did the orienteer cross the road?
To relocate and get back on task.

SC:

If you were to start your own orienteering club, what features would your club have?
What would it be called?
I'd call it Wine-O. Compulsory wine tasting at each event, and maps including
vineyards would be mandatory. Any areas without vineyards would be ignored. O
suits would have wine symbols on them, and be grape coloured.

Jill:

SC:
Jill:

SC:
Jill:

What is the funniest thing that has happened to you and your family on the way to an
event, leaving an event, or at an event?
You know I don't like these questions because I can never think of the answer. Funny
- well a long time ago we had a 'Dress O' at Woodhill and seeing Wayne Aspin come in
to the finish in a frilly nighty was worth a good laugh!
What is one thing about you and your family that no one in orienteering would know
about...eg...on weekends without orienteering you go rally driving in the mountains or
diving off great barrier island.
Look, what we do in the privacy of our own home is not really for publication in a
family magazine. Apart from that, I have been known to play with my grandchildren,
I'm seriously tidy, like Lattes, and back in the 1950s was a Mooloo supporter with
red, yellow and black pedal pushers. It seems like a spend time writing articles for
orienteering magazines as well. I'm a vegetarian - if its got a face I don't want to
know about it!

SC:
Jill:

What is wrong with Auckland? Anything? How would you fix it?
Who would dare suggest there is anything wrong with Auckland - anyone south of the
Bombay hills wouldn't have a clue anyway.
The excellent harbours, city parks and nearby Waitakeres make it a great place to
live. Maybe the power cables need a bit of attention.

SC:
Jill:

How many orienteers does it take to fix a lightbulb?
Can I get back to you - I'll need to know the wattage.

Thank you for your time Jill.
I also interviewed someone else, but the magazine has become bigger than I first thought it
would be so I will save that interview for next month.

AUCKLAND RELAY CHAMPS

CMOC, the first club with three teams to finish, lifted the relay trophy for 1998 from
defenders NWOC. The competition was very close with CMOC placed 1&3 and NWOC 2 & 4
when Val Robinson came in to complete the CMOC team that took 5th place and gave CMOC
the trophy.
A sunny day, excellent event with some challenging red controls set by Alistair and Stan:
close competition and the team format of the relays made for a really nice day out in the
forest.
Prize for the most originally (and most apt!) named team must go to the 19th placed AOC
team " We're just going outside - we may be some time". I had to admire the club
camaraderie shown by AOC members as they all waited loyally at the finish line for the last
few club finishers - although there was talk of holding their AGM then to pass the time!
[WACO could not make the relays to defend their title this year as they all had university
exams to study for. One of the disadvantages of having a younger member base - ED]

RESULTS
Beautiful Hills

Setter/Controller:

Alastair Smithies/Stan Foster

PLACE CLUB

TIME

TEAM

WHO

Who's got the best flag?
Bert's Burners
Westies
Rob's Mob
CMOC 1
WHO Cares
Terje's Girls
The Mad Hatters

G Hattie P Aspin C Rowe R Isles
M Lawson J Nash B Chapman A Carswell
R Brighouse L Shuker H Isles R Hull
R Garden P Poole J Smithies A Fettes
W Aspin B Hattie V Robinson J Shuker
D Nevin P Collins R Rankin M Mack
T Moen P Brothers F Monks G Middleton
S Bowler M Nash T Carswell H Smale
A Stewart S Palmer R Turner
G Mead L Mead A Wistrand G Ambler
D Middleton P Smale J Martin D Michels
R Michels L Paver G Peters L Baxter
R Ambler P Johansen R King C Crate
R Jessop C Wilson J Brewis R Powell
M Beveridge P Gilkison A Janes S Brrar
S Vennell A Brewis J Stewart H Clendon
J Robinson I Hunter M Barber B Shuker
D Stewart J Powell H Bolt S Beaumont
M Roberts T Cooper R Scott T Clendon

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

CMOC
NWOC
CMOC
NWOC
CMOC
WHO
NWOC
NWOC
AK/CMOC
NWOC
NWOC
NWOC
NWOC
AOC
NWOC
AOC
CMOC
AOC
AOC

50.44
51.49
52.31
56.19
56.53
60.26
60.41
66.27
66.55
67.27
71.45
76.23
79.28
80.12
82.24
84.4
93.46
96.26
96.45

Nick's Pick
NWOC 9
NWOC 3
Ralph's Rabbits
2 short of a 6 pack
NW Navigators
Scatterbrains
Silly Hat Crew
AOC 4
We're just going outside

we may be some time
20

AOC

120.33 AOC 5

21

AOC

122.49 Keen Crew

22

NW/CMOC

59.04

(Missed 1-9)

A Leenaerts S Oram A Fotherby N
Kinzett
M Stewart C Bolt L McGivern G
Beaumont
M Gelderman L O'Brien D Oldfield

GOSH, WHAT A GOOD IDEA, I'LL DO
THAT RIGHT AWAY
By Mark Roberts
Have you noticed how very few O clubs have Publicity / Promotion officers? It's a problem
all over the world. Do you know why? It's because the job is boring and tough, results are
difficult to assess, and it probably doesn't work.

I think it's ineffective because we all think we know how to do it, but we're wrong. I think O
promotion has little to do with adverts and posters and newspaper articles and a lot to do
with personal communication with your friends, neighbours and workmates.
Targeted marketing is always better than scatter-gun advertising. What better targets
than people who already trust your judgement and enjoy chatting with you about what you do
in your spare time?
There are three stages in the promotion of orienteering to newcomers, and they go like this:
Step One: Awareness
The punter hears of orienteering, understands that it involves getting out and about in the
fresh air in interesting terrain. It sounds like something they might want to try, but that's

all.
Almost every potential orienteer in the country is already at this stage. O is on TV, in the
papers, in schools, the chap at work is always talking about it, the neighbour's kids went to
the Schools Champs. Yadda yadda yadda.
I don't think we need to invest our efforts in Awareness any more - it's a done deed. Let's
move on and concentrate our efforts on step two.
Step Two: Knowledge
The individual gets chatting with a convert, or reads an article in a magazine, whatever.
They understand that O is map-based, it's designed for all sorts of folk, it happens in the
forest and in parks, they might think you need a compass, athletes do it and so do regular
humans.

When someone reaches this stage, it's probably because they've taken an interest instead
of just noticing something in passing. They've invested precious time in reading or talking
about O. They are ripe for plucking: they are on the first part of the slippery slope into O
Paradise.
We need to work hard on this area. We need to inform potential orienteers in person,
talking to anyone who will listen, mentioning what we did at the weekend at dinner parties, in
emails, in the canteen at work, whatever.

We all need to be able to explain about competition, and maps, and you don't need a compass,
and anyone can try.
By the way, I have two questions I ask when an acquaintance asks whether I think O would
suit them:

How many maps do you own?
Do you like getting muddy?
When you've finished brainwashing someone, the next step becomes vital. All the rest was a
waste of time if we don't personally act:
Step Three: Opportunity
I bet most people start orienteering because someone gave them a programme of events, or
promised to drop by and pick them up on a Sunday morning. They key is Opportunity: here,
now, is a chance to try orienteering for yourself.

Opportunity strikes because you and I make it happen. We take the Summer Series calendar
to work, we run off a few copies, and we shove them into the hands of our colleagues.
Skiing a dead loss this year? Want to try O instead? Free on Tuesday night? Want to come
for a run round One Tree Hill? Do you need a lift? Want to bring the kids too?
Personal contact is the key. We can all do it - it's easy. It's not at all like selling Amway,
it's nothing like asking someone out on a date, it's not as scary as public speaking. We all
love O, and talking about something you really enjoy is always inspirational to your audience.
Here's what you need to do:
Take the Summer Series Calendar down off the fridge, take it to work and run off a dozen
copies. Or call me and I'll send you as many official green ones as you need.
Stick a couple of copies on the wall in the lunchroom at work, on the noticeboard at the gym,
on the board at the supermarket. (One copy is no use - there has to be a spare that people
can take away.)
Shove copies into the hands of all of the runners, trampers, skiers, walkers, triathletes,
explorers, surfers and outdoor types that you know. Fax them, mail them, tell them the web
URLwww.members.tripod.com/~auckoc/,email them (ask me and I'll send you an email
version of the calendar)
Mark Roberts 520 5993 nmr@iprolink.co.nz Auckland OC

SMELLY O SHOES: THE SOLUTION
By Selwyn Palmer - AOC
I have discovered a useful product to deal to smelly sports shoes. "Airzone" Carpet Fresh. (a
Reckitt & Colman product)
It's a powder for carpet, room and vacuum cleaner deodorising.
Be innovative. Sprinkle some in your smelly O shoes and leave overnight and hey presto the

smell has gone.
Although I haven't tried it yet, there might be other carpet-like smelly parts you could
treat after an O event. But I suggest caution. The packet says, "Not tested on animals"

NZOF NEWS
NZOF TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
Due to the resignation of Chrissie Williams from the Technical Committee another person is
sought.
This person should be experienced in most aspects of orienteering and should either be a
certified controller or about to become so. Access to email or a fax would be a great
advantage.

Please reply with details and dates of experience in competition, controlling, planning,
organising, mapping etc by 30 November to: Bruce Collins
Convenor NZOF Technical Committee
email bruce.collins@clear.net.nz
47 Stewart St, Waikouaiti, Otago, ph/fax 03 4658255
NZOF RULES REVISION

The NZOF Technical Committee are currently completely revising the NZOF Rules. A draft
of this revision will be available for public comment by 30 November. Any person wishing to
take part in this revision process should contact the abovesigned (an email address would be
a good way of keeping costs down). Comments on this draft close on 15 January and it is
intended that the new rules be printed by 15 February so that they can be formally adopted
at the AGM on 24 April.

43 FACTS ABOUT THE MOVIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

During all police investigations it will be necessary to visit a trip club at least once.
If being chased through town, you can usually take cover in a > passing St. Patrick's Day
parade - at any time of the year.
The ventilation system of any building is the perfect hiding place. No-one will ever think
of looking for you in there and you can travel to any other part of the building you want
without difficulty.
You're very likely to survive any battle in any war unless you make the mistake of
showing someone a picture of your sweetheart back home.
A man will show no pain while taking the most ferocious beating but will wince when a
woman tries to clean his wounds.
If staying in a haunted house, women should investigate any > strange noises in their
most revealing underwear.
All bombs are fitted with electronic timing devices with large red readouts so you know
exactly when they're going to go off.
A detective can only solve a case once he has been suspended from duty.
It does not matter if you are heavily outnumbered in a fight involving martial arts - your
enemies will wait patiently to attack you one by one by dancing around in a threatening
manner until you have knocked out their predecessors.
Any lock can be picked by a credit card or a paper clip in seconds unless it's the door to
a burning building with a child trapped inside.

THE 1998 ANNUAL ORIENTEERING CLUB GOLF CHALLENGE
Well, It is that time of year again, when the old orienteering shoes get chucked into a
cupboard and ignored for a couple of months. But this is no excuse to not have some friendly
competition between clubs. So for the first time ever we are going to have a golf challenge
between the clubs.
This challenge would take place on Sunday 22 November 1998. Tee off will be between 8am8.52. The cost is $20 and the course is Onewhero Golf Course.
Numbers are limited to 24, so initially there will be 6 people per club. If a club cannot get 6
players then the other clubs will be offered the spots. This is a friendly day out with the
main emphasise on fun. On the other hand club pride is at stake, so the four best scores will
count towards the overall club scores.
To register contact the following people: WACO - Stu Barr, NW - Dave Middleton, CM - Rob
Hattie and AOC - Rob Jessop.
May the best team win and I will report back in the next magazine - Shaun

SPRING SERIES 1998 - HANDICAP RESULTS
Total
Placing
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
7.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
27.
29.
29.
31.
32.
32.
34.

Stan Foster
Terje Moen
Mark Lawson
Mike Beveridge
Allan Janes
Trish Aspin
Lorri O'Brien
Phil Johansen
Wayne Aspin
Paul Smale
Rob Hattie
Les Paver
Dave Middleton
Peter Godfrey
Joanna Stewart
Rob Ambler
Tom Clendon
Phil Mellsop
Lesley Stone
Ralph King
Selwyn Palmer
David Stewart
Geoff Mead
Jean Cory-Wright
Ken Green
Lisa Mead
Aidan Nelson
Mary Moen
Graeme Hattie
Maurice Penney
Douglas Kwan
Jon Counsell
Malcolm Mack
Dick Rankin

NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
CM
NW
NW
CM
NW
CM
NW
NW
NW
AK
NW
AK
NW
NW
NW
AK
AK
NW
AK
CM
NW
CM
NW
CM
NW
AK
AK
WH
WH

Event 1
Points

Event 2
Points

Event 3
Points

Event 4
Points

Event 5
Points

Best 4
Points

120
112
91
114
123
86
124

76
72
67
115
97
120
121
95
91
100
107
113

119
116
120

114
115
124
108
125
109
67
120
100
79
97
110
85
84
93

123
120
125
116
84
107
94
114
121
81

476
463
460
453
444
440
435
435
424
423
420
418
412
399
398
396
380
370
366
363
360
354
350
349
348
345
337
337
336
336
331
328
328
327

68
118
122
116
108
99
105
81
113
106
52
125
107
89
121
61
67
50
46
95
69
115
109
62

111
80
60
102
74
92
103
117
89
63
116
65
86
73
81
56
88
94
90
105
83

99
104
96
106
112
124
94
123
105
91
115
118

102
100
90
93

110
121
98
97

114
111

94
98
66
86
118
68
105
112
121
82
70
88
74
122
123
71

72
106
90
91
113
103
85
64
74

101
93
88
105
115

Total
Placing
35.
36.
37.
38.
38.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
45.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.

Tony Cooper
Terry Nuthall
Alistair Stewart
John Robinson
Lise Moen
Andrew Bell
Glen Middleton
Claire Rankin
Eddie Reddish
Marquita
Gelderman
Fiona Monks
Rolf Wagner
Christine Crate
Alison Carswell
Penny Brothers
Graham Peters
Jill Dalton
Ian Hunter
Chris Rowe
Ann Fettes
Bert Chapman
Arthur Giffney
Jill Smithies
Surinder Brrar
Paul Potter
Mark Stewart
Graham Still
Neil Kerrison
Rae Powell
Richard Bolt
Asta Wistrand
Helen Bolt
Russell Howard
Shaun Bowler
Bill Teahan
Doesjka Currie
Clive Bolt
Shaun Collins

AK
AK
AK
CM
NW
NW
NW
WH
AK
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
WC
CM
CM
NW
NW
HM
NW
NW
WH
AK
WH
WC
AK
AK
NW
AK
AK
NW
HM
CM
AK
WC

Event 1
Points
47
93
102
76
84
74
71
97
55
39
96

Event 2 Event 3
Points
Points
57
71
53
103
70
99
62
92
122
96
117
122
114
110
108
113

73
83
77
63

104
124
109
85
79

75

104
119
101

55
77
54
119
58
106

101
89

50
72
101
75
96
59
62
95
113
83
73
51

67
86

87
77
69
73
102
80
124

64

80
107
99
61

122
60
112
79
108

98
108

82

92
116

87
87
78

75

109

82
37
42
111

Event 4 Event 5
Points
Points
111
111
70
91
66
60
117
71
69
87
96
49
100
90
89
103

109
104
110

Best 4
Points
326
325
324
323
323
319
312
309
302
280
278
278
276
274
273
266
258
257
253
249
245
232
230
229
228
226
225
223
222
219
215
211
209
200
198
196
191
188

Total
Placing
73.
Michelle Nash
74.
David Nevin
75.
Lynn Ashmore
75.
Roel Michels
77.
Mark Roberts
78.
Alastair Smithies
Jonine Nash
79.
80.
Melissa Edwards
Rob Scott
81.
82.
Jill Mains
83.
Les Warren
84.
Jill Brewis
85.
Barbara Rankin
85.
Vivienne Leigh
87.
Laurie Baxter
88.
Leon McGivern
88.
Mad Barr
Martin Barber
90.
Peter King
91.
92.
Graeme Green
93.
Mike Williams
93.
Phillippa Poole
95.
Lyndsay Shuker
96.
Dave Melrose
96.
Hilary Iles
98.
Heather Clendon
98.
Ian Currie
Jane Milne
98.
101.
Patrick Murphy
101.
Rob Crawford
103.
Bas Cuthbert
103.
John Briffett
105.
Kirsty Bryan-Jones
105.
Steve Oram
107.
Greg Flynn
108.
Keith Stone
Andrew Brewis
109.

NW
WH
AK
NW
AK
NW
NW
WC
AK
AK
HM
AK
WH
AK
NW
AK
WC
CM
AK
CM
WH
NW
CM
NW
CM
AK
CM
AK
NW
WC
NW
CM
HM
AK
HM
NW
AK

Event 1
Points
92
70
48
100
80
85
49
59

Event 2
Points

Event 3
Points

Event 4 Event 5
Points
Points
95

107
68

59
75
78
101
69

54
104

93
84

63

41

99
87
88

45
65
72
53
64
44

52
47
76

59
89

68
61
78
66
82
125
125
123
119
119

40

78
118
118

117
117
55

57
112
110
54

56
106

103
102

Best 4
Points
187
177
175
175
158
155
154
153
152
147
140
139
135
135
134
133
133
131
130
126
125
125
123
119
119
118
118
118
117
117
112
112
110
110
106
103
102

Total
Placing
110.
110.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
125.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
132.
132.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.

Event 1
Points
Fiona Humphrey
Simon Patton
Unni Lewis
Val Robinson
Rhys Thompson
Rachel Smith
Erica Smale
Phil Collins
Phil Wood
Judy Martin
Bronwen Allen
Rob Garden
Grant Unkovich
Hilary Weeks
Rosemary Gatland
Anne Humphrey
Debbie Beveridge
Grant Beaumont
Nicky Smithies
Bev Shuker
Neil Lewis
Heather King
Antoinette
Fotherby
Mike Baldwin
Scott Vennell
Katherine Bolt
Dave Godfrey
Di Michels
Linda Flynn
Edward Main
Sarah Beaumont

HM
HM
CM
CM
WH
WC
NW
WH
WC
NW
NW
NW
WC
AK
CM
HM
NW
AK
NW
CM
CM
AK
HM
HM
AK
AK
NW
NW
HM
AK
AK

Event 2
Points

Event 3
Points

Event 4 Event 5
Points
Points
98

98
0

97

43

53
95

94
92
90
88
83
81
79
77
76
66
65
65
64
63
62
61
60
58
58
58
57
56
51
48
46
38

Best 4
Points
98
98
97
96
95
94
92
90
88
83
81
79
77
76
66
65
65
64
63
62
61
60
58
58
58
57
56
51
48
46
38

ELECTRONIC BLABBERMOUTH
In a bid to save trees and all that stuff. I thought I should offer the Blabbermouth in
electronic format. This would save clubs postage too. If you fancy this idea you should email
me on sbcollins@deloitte.co.nz and register your name. I will then send you your
Blabbermouth each month in Word format (or another format if required) and you can read
it or print it out or do whatever you want with it. I already email copies to several people
overseas. Once on the email list I will let Lisa Mead know and you will be deleted from the
postage mail list.
Several people have already taken up this offer....themore the better.

THE AUCKLAND BLABBERMOUTH
...Is the monthly newsletter of the Auckland Area Orienteering Clubs, combining the
Auckland, Counties-Manukau, Waikato and Auckland Campus Orienteers and NorthWest
Orienteering Clubs. It is edited by Shaun Collins, WACO (631 0204) and distributed by Lisa
Mead, NWOC (445 4555) and published at the beginning of every month except January.
Next Issue: December 1998

Mail your contributions to 1/10 Inverary Ave, Epsom, Auckland, or call me at home on 631
0204, or call me at work on (025) 291 0005, or email sbcollins@deloitte.co.nz
The deadline for contributions for the October AUCKLAND BLABBERMOUTH is Friday
6th December.
Disks or email please, if you can with Microsoft Word, on DOS 3.5" disks for preference.
If you can't supply on disk I can type contributions if necessary.
Distribution
If you change your address, please contact your club membership officer or Lisa Mead on
445 4555. If you want a back issue of The Auckland BLABBERMOUTH, please contact your
club membership person, or Lisa, or me.
Credits

The New Zealand Orienteering Federation gratefully acknowledges the support of the
Hillary Commission.

SHAUN COLLINS 631 0204
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Lisa Mead
10B Patuone Ave
Devonport
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